
2.c. POOL USE COMMENTS: 

I like that we are continuing with the scheduled hours. It allows for people to have a guaranteed 

time to swim. 

Sometimes my wife and I lap swim. Recently we also bring our daughter to swim as well.  

I love our pool, our guard staff, and the swimming community! I do wish there were more early 

morning lap swims during the work week. However, I do understand that we need more guard 

staff. 

generally a lap swimmer, mid day or early afternoon prefered. When the bubble is off, I love 

stretching out on the deck after my swim and dry out in the sun 

Friendly staff. 

The pool is literally life saver for me. 

I would use it more if there was more fitness classes and swim lanes designated for beginners  

The pool has been a huge part of my recovery and rehab. It has added a new extension to my 

lifelong fitness program. 

May - Oct use only 

Love our pool! 

I find that people who share lanes often lack swim etiquette. And few shower pre swim. Teach 

them. 

Wife and I usually swim three times per week 

Usually twice per week. Sometimes three time per week. Stopped during Covid. 

Wonderful lifeguards who create a unique and community 

It has been too cold for me, an older person, but I hope to go again when the weather gets 

warmer. 

Love the pool and grateful for it 

I put lap swimming on pause when the numbers increased (3 to a lane) 

I was coming regularly but stopped this winter, due to scheduling issues and lane sharing 

Signing up was a pain-not enuf slots- as difficult as gettin TP. 

love it! so grateful to swim all during COVID. 

Thankful for it and its staff 

Parkinson's has slowed me down 

I have not used the pool for about 6 months but plan to do so more 

This pool is my lifeline!  

In the summer I bring my grand-kids when they visit and they love it. I try to lap swim twice a 

week. 

I love the pool! So grateful… 

I love the friendly helpers. I am 77 and just lost my husband. Staff assists me with stairs and 

cheer me up 

Generally go to heath club but reservations are so nice that I may switch 

I primarily lap swim but occasionally bring my family to open swim. 

My daughter (I'm filling this on behalf of her) is in the swim team. 

Was lap swimming bi-weekly until I started working during lap swim hours 

Nice people work there. Friendly folks. 



It’s too warm! 

Would love some evening swims in the summer! 

Love the reservations for lap swimming! 

love this pool 

Needs to be open earlier and 7 days a week 

I would use the pool more often but unable due to current schedule 

I usually only swim here on Saturdays. If adding another day was feasible, I'd probably swim on 

Sundays too. 

Used frequently when was bubble off … haven’t used with bubble on. New to the pool w/in the 

past year. 

I am so grateful for the pool- lap swimming helps me stay healthy and fit. 

I wish I used the pool more! 

Love the pool!!! 

Several times a week when in town so it may average out to weekly...  

Water quality is excellent. I wish you were open every day! 

Only use it when VAC pool is not available. 

We love the pool and the staff, the experience at the pool is always fantastic!  

We use the pool a lot in the summer, almost never with the bubble 

Great temperature control and clean, always. 

We love having this resource on Vashon 

Staff are incredible, hours are limited - which is understandable with the lifeguarding staff/hiring 

shortages. 

Love that it is full length. Lane dividers chew my arms up when sharing a lane, it would be nicer 

to have soft foam type. 

I wish the pool stayed open later during the week. I like to swim after work. 

The pool is a vital community resource for an older population of swimmers for health and fitness, 

for families, swim team, and is a valued facility. 

Exclusively a lap swimmer. 

Water aerobics please. 

The crew does a great job, but the facilities need repair for sure. 

Difficult to get an available time that works with your online reservation process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.d. HOURS COMMENTS: 

 

I am satisfied with the hours. 

The new schedule has decreased the number of hours for lap swim which means all lanes will be 

more crowded. 

would love to have lap swim hours as late as 2 PM 

I would use lap swim more frequently with AM hours, 6:00 a.m. - 7:00 a.m. three times a week. 

I know the pandemic was super challenging to get through. Thank you keeping the pool open as 

much as s you could! Now, with the pandemic restrictions a little more lax, I would love to see 

more time for open swimming 7 days a week! We love the pool and intend on being there every 

chance we can this summer! 

I would like to see lap swimming offered every day of the week. :)  

More lap swim hours. 

Would love to have additional time options, but realize there are staffing limitations.  

Would love an earlier lap swim time. 

Is the 15 minutes between lap swim group’s 

More days for lap swims would be good, 

I would like more options for open swim. 

Wish there were more hours after 11:45… 

I wish the pool was open on Tu, Th, & Sun. 

The morning hours are fine, but being constricted to the designated hours is burdensome - the 

appointment times don't align with the rest of my activities (time-dependent) so I'm left to swim 

partial hours. It's also complicated if there is a slight shift to my day. Instead of being able to 

adjust 15-20 minutes in either direction, I have to figure out a 75-minute accommodation. I 

understand this system was critically important when the pool first re-opened after the pandemic 

shut down, but it seems like we're at a point where more flexibility is fine. 

It would be great if the lap swim schedule could be available 7 mornings a week. It would help 

with over crowding of lanes. And give us more flexibility. 

Would be good to have practice at 12.30 when we have early release 

The requirement to reserve ahead is good, but fills up early each week. Clearly, there is not 

enough time in the week to meet demand for lap swimming. 

Please add Sunday hours for lap swiMming, like Saturday’s 

Would be great to add lap swimming earlier in the morning, especially on week days 

I would love for there to be an earlier lap swim and to have lap swim offered every week day.  

I would love 7 days a week and early morning back (7 or 7:30) 

I like that there are lap lanes during open swim. 

Hard for me to get to the pool during 8-4 weekday business hours. 

More available times would be welcome 

We do prefer a consistent schedule, rather than the earlier slot on Wednesdays just due to the 

ability to maintain a regular work schedule and create less confusion with our forgetful middle-

schooler ;) 



If I'm remembering last summer correctly, it was very difficult to reserve swim lanes because they 

were often full. Family swim was easier, but longer periods for family swim would be better. My 

kids were never ready to leave after one hour! 

As an early morning lap swimmer I would like to see the pool open at 7 am if possible.  

Need more open swim in the summer months. Too much time devoted to lap swim not enough to 

family swim. 

The country club is covering their pool, so the hours will have to be increased for the public pool 

to ensure you don't lose swimmers to that pool. 

Hard to plan ahead to get a lane to swim in 

I really appreciate the reservation system. I would request more lap swimming windows for 

reservations, including evenings and weekends. 

Wish pool was ooen later for lap swim dyring week 

I think the reservation system helps swimmers know when it will be crowded and plan 

accordingly. Adding more lap swim times may help a waiter population of lap swimmers and 

encourage greater use by the community. There needs to be more outreach and publicity to 

encourage greater use. 

Sunday hours? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.c. LANES (LAP SWIMMERS ONLY) COMMENTS: 

 

3 is snug and many of the swimmers are of verying speeds. 

I will swim with two but never with three. 

I am flexible, and am willing to circle swim 

Would it be possible to combine the reservation system with a drop in? If my schedule opens up 

last minute, and it looks like there are open slots, it would be nice to just go to the pool  

No Comments 

Wish there was lap swim everyday. 

two to a lane is very workable 

Lap swim lanes designated by ability level. (Fast, medium, comfortably slow) 

Speed delineation matters. Showering in advance matters. Wearing fins when sharing a lien also 

matters and same with those hard hand paddles I have been hurt by those on other swimmers 

hands 

Preference is for max 2 per lane but 3 or more per lane is acceptable in order to accommodate 

the greatest number possible. 

I am curious if an open lap swimming session would eventually figure itself out. 

Not comfortable 3 in lane. Does not seem safe 

I only want a half-hour session so would like that option. 

We need earlier morning swim slot for people that have office jobs. 

Seems like some combination of reservations and drop in w mas per lane could work. 

Sharing a lane is tough for me, I end up too conscious of the other swimmer versus my stroke, 

rhythm, and cadence 

I prefer one per lane but two is fine. 

it is very difficult to swim 3 per lane dur to varying speed f swimmers in a lane 

I can handle 3 per lane occasionally 

Would like no reservations if longer lap swim window… 

I appreciate the help I get 

More than 2 swimmers per lane only works if all swimmers are doing the same work out and are 

of the same fitness levels 

Have swum lots with many swimmers per lane other places but it would really require some me 

tal upgrades on this island. 

more than 2 per lane is kind of awful. I feel like I am getting chased around or worse, about to 

smack into someone--which has happened! 

I prefer only two per lane, although I would swim with three per lane during "drop-in" lap 

swimming, especially since people's schedules are such that three per lane would probably not 

last more than 20-30 minutes at a time. 

If we could add lap swim on Tuesdays and Thursdays that might help with overcrowding. Two 

people per lane is do-able but not optimal. 

One is best (I am a fast swimmer). Two at the very most (split lane).  

As long as you’re paired with the right level swimmer(s), sharing lanes is fine. 

If we had to do three per lane I probably would not come. 

Do not like listing of names who have reserved for a particular time 



Two per lane is far superior to more than that. I find it stressful to swim with more than 2 people 

per lane and probably would swim less frequently if the numbers were increased to more than 2 

per lane. I have the luxury of swimming mid-morning, when there currently are only 2 people per 

lane. 

I wish I could swim for longer than 1 hour - typically enjoy 1-1.5 hours which is why drop in is 

nice. 

As long as swimmers are in the correct lane, sharing isn't that complicated. Sometimes lifeguards 

need to be proactive about helping swimmers choose the correct lane and understand rules. . 

I really struggled with 3/lane. 2 is my max! 

I can live with 3 swimmers per lane but prefer 1 or 2 

Prob won’t come w/ 3 in lane 

The current system works except it is almost always full in the summer. Are people signing up for 

my time slots than they should or are there just not enough slots for the community? 

I can do three to a lane if I know the swimmer and we are comparable in speed and style  

lap swimmers should know how to swim with other swimmers :) If someone is not happy in their 

lane - they can move. This happens in Seattle/other pools all the time. This is a Vashon anomaly 

that people need the lane to themselves or to only have to share with one other swimmer.  

See above about lane dividers 

Would be nice to have easier access 

Swimmers like their own lane but that reduces revenue. Swimmers need to learn to share the 

facility to keep it viable. The first lap swim of the day has an 18 swimmer capacity and it is not 

filling up yet. Covid has been a cause for hesitation for many swimmers. 

Prefer 1 per lane. I notice some people only swim for 30 minutes. Have you considered some 30 

minute slots? 

Two Swimmers per lane is ideal, however, circle swimming is acceptable 

2-3 swimmers per lane can work too 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.d. POOL WATER COMMENTS: 

 

The warm water has been good for winter 

If anything it tends to range too warm but many days it is just fine. 

sometimes the water feels too warm, but this morning when it was 38 degrees out, it was perfect.  

but the warm water is ok during these chilly spring days! 

Randy, Derek and the team do an amazing job of keeping the pool clean and bright. Only 

problem is debris from the pool covers, which seem to be deteriorating at the edges 

Thank you for your great pool maintenance. 

I have super sensitive skin and some pools actually burn my skin from the level of chemicals. Our 

pool is fantastic!! Thank you! 

enjoy the water on the warm side 

Suspended hair balls and other items floating 

Just a little cooler would be good for serious cardio. 

Seems like the pool could be vacuumed more often 

A little warmer would help especially with bubble off 

When the temp is on the warmer side it is ok. 

It’s impossible to satisfy everyone re tempo 

I find 84 degrees perfect in the shoulder seasons, cooler in the summer months is fines 

Nicely maintained 

It's been a while since I swam so cannot fully remember 

Good 

Temperature varies with weather. Temp can be too warm for me at times but understand that 

slower, older swimmers need warmth. 

On occasion it has been too cold for me to swim but mostly perfect 

mostly it the temp is good; over 82 is too hot, though. 

The temperature is usually just right, or a little cool. I've never thought it was too warm, and would 

be happy if the temperature increased a bit. The cleanliness is usually great, although there are 

occasionally stormy days (or right after) when there are many dead worms, etc., in the deep end, 

which can feel a little yucky. Although it's always cleaned up by my next visit.  

There is a lot of debris in the water, especially on either outside lane. It is awful to swim through! 

The water has been excellent. 

Too warm 

I like it warm! 

Great 

As a lap swimmer it would be better to be cooler, but understand there are multiple user groups, 

so the need to find a happy medium is necessary 

Water too warm. Needs to be cooler 

I look forward to swimming here because the water is usually cooler than Seattle pools. I'm 

disappointed when it's warm. 

kept very clean and nice appreciate 

Excellent water quality 



A couple of days it was a little chilly, but most days it was perfect and always looked clean. Great 

job! 

keep it warm with the bubble off 

Sometimes its a bit warm - but thats OK - we are sharing this pool with all age groups. This has 

been managed beautifully and I commend the pool management for making the pool warmer so 

everyone can enjoy it! 

Slightly too warm and slightly cloudy 

Iblovevthat the pool is not freezing! 

Derek does a GREAT job of maintaining the pool and is to be highly commended. Lifeguards are 

also great. 

The chlorine smell bothers me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7.h. FACILITIES COMMENTS 

 

The shower drains need to be cleaned regularly. 

Overall excellent, especially considering the age of the facility. Would love to see the pool deck 

repaired or upgraded to solve the problem of falling tiles, but I realize how challenging that might 

be 

Well maintained and clean. 

The chips and condition of the pool make it look and feel unsanitary. Missing tiles and other 

cosmetic finishes should be fixed and maintained. 

No complaints. 

I try not to use the locker room or shower 

please install the slide even though I know it is challenging 

I actually haven't used the changing room since pre-COVID 

parking lot could use some love - regrading 

Men's changing room and shower very dirty with what looks like hair in the corners of the shower 

room 

All good 

Please put rubber mats in changing room area 

Love 

Difficulty getting a parking spot during school hours sometimes 

Again, everything is usually fine, although there are occasions when it seems like the floors of the 

locker/restrooms could use attention. 

The whole facility seems tired, but especially the locker room (womens, I haven't been in the 

mens). It is dark and cold and could use an update. 

Facilities are showing their age and would benefit from upgrades 

Perfectly adequate for a public pool. 

I think the team does a great job maintaining the facilities. We don't need fancy, just functional 

and clean which is the way it is now. 

For a future addition, it would be nice to have a centrifuge in the locker rooms to dry out bathing 

suits after rinsing them. It's not necessary but would be nice to have once locker room use 

increases again. 

For an old facility, with a lot of wear and tear, it is kept clean. 

Need to wash the pool deck occasionally when the bubble is up 

Overhead vent in shower needs cleaning 

Never entered the building during the pandemic so don’t know what the facilities are like inside. 

No kids, doubt I’d ever use the slide or attend open family swim. 

Please attach the slide for the summer because it is really fun! 

Floors in change area could be cleaner . Often dirty. 

In regard to the slide comment- the kids love the slide, but we will come regardless. 

don't have children so I didn't answer the above question 

I think the slide is GREAT for kids. I think the parking lot could use some improvement, it gets 

crowded sometimes and theres a few large puddles. The showers are good, timers are a little 

short... 



The only issue we’ve had is with the bubble on it can be really loud — that plus the lighting 

makes it hard if you have sensory issues 

Showers and floors not cleaned/maintained. Bathrooms are very cold. 

Pool covers are in very bad repair and need to be replaced ASAP. We need a new large time 

clock to do timed drills during lap swims. 

When is the pool tank scheduled for repainting/repair? 

My kids are all grown up so the slide is not an issue for me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8.c. STAFF COMMENTS: 

 

Great staff! 

Love the staff. Personable and they know all the swimmers 

Don't coach lap swimmers without asking their permission 

The staff is wonderful, and I certainly appreciate them. 

Randy and his team have done an amazing job keeping it very difficult circumstances. They 

deserve big bonuses! 

Hard working, friendly. 

The pool staff are amazing! Our kids look up to the young lifeguards!!  

I have always found the staff welcoming and caring. Professional lifeguards always on the watch.  

It’s hit and miss with different staff. Some are super friendly and o thers not friendly at all. The 

guards dress inappropriately with sweatshirts, sometimes jeans. If they needed to rescue 

someone they would be in bad shape. Wearing air pods is not good either.  

They are terrific. 

The staff is ALWAYS friendly, helpful and welcoming! 

Pool staff are great; appreciate there availability 

I'd love a few more people on the team so that we have redundancy and coverage when one of 

the guards is out. 

Excellent staff and guards 

Everyone is cordial and helpful. 

Life guards are warm and friendly. Randy could be more open to alternative approaches 

Best staff anywhere, always welcoming, helpful and express their gratitude for us swimmers 

coming to use the pool. 

Great! 

You guys are terrific 

Wonderful, friendly and helpful staff. 

Exceptional staff! 

They are superior in every way. I love them 

The staff are AWESOME 

Great staff! Very friendly and helpful! 

Lifeguards are awesome! I hope the staffing challenges can be addressed so that closures can 

be avoided. 

The staff is nice and friendly. 

Everyone is very friendly and thoughtful 

Great staff! Always very accommodating and friendly 

Wonderful crew! 

very friendly staff, appreciate the high standards of training and performance for lifeguards  

Excellent staff! 

lovely 

Lifeguards are fantastic, very much appreciated and make our experience as swimmers lots of 

fun. 



The staff is fabulous - highly competent, caring, and friendly. It's a joy to see them every time I 

swim. 

So thankful for the pool staff! They are awesome 

Occasionally, a couple of the lifeguards (NOT the young ones) are looking at their phones while 

guarding. 

Hire more lifeguards! No one likes it when pool is closed due to lack of staff.  

The staff is consistently friendly and helpful. 

Staff is always friendly and professional. 

Great people. Always friendly 

Lifeguards are SO good at being attentive. I've been at many pools when they were chatting and 

not paying attention. These folks will chat for a moment, eyes always on the pool and make it 

very clear that they are watching carefully. The coaches are all amazing with the Seals. We adore 

them all!! 

The staff always exceeds expectations 

Wonderful staff. Couldn't be better. Always helpful, friendly and kind 

The staff is incredible! Each and every one of them! BRAVO! 

Everyone is so nice. Lifeguards on duty always greet and bid goodbye 

I kind of wish we could still keep our card on file because I lost mine and lost those swims I had 

paid for 

Signs ask patrons to wear masks, but staff are not wearing masks. 

Very conscientious and dedicated to keeping this valuable community asset going. 

I've always found the staff to be excellent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9.d. FEES COMMENTS: 

 

Price is a little high for me. And I find a way to pay 

way too high for regular swimmer especially for a municipal pool 

I think that the pool could charge more for the lap swimmers in particular.  

We are a family of 5 and that gets very exposure to bring everyone to the pool,  

Please keep the punch cards - so much easier. Would be nice to be able to pay online, too, then 

pick up punch card at the pool. 

Hanging onto them at home is a pain in the butt 

While I like the reduced fare for seniors, realize this might not be feasible in order to pay meet 

expenses as many of the users (or at least lap swimmers) are seniors. 

Price seems reasonable 

You could charge more or offer sliding scale so people who can would pay more 

Loved the senior rates! 

It would be wonderful if their was a reduced rate for seniors, and I am privileged enough that the 

current fees are not prohibitive for me. 

Fees for Seals are just right. But we are a family of six and the per-person seems high for us to 

come swimming regularly. 

I prefer the system when the punchcards are left at the pool 

I like the idea of giving assistance as needed. 

Whatever it takes to keep the pool open 

Reasonable 

Cost not an issue. Dont know if fes should be higher but wouldnt deter me. 

The raise in cost from $2.75-7.00 was too much 

My family does not require financial assistance but I hope it can be offered to others in need.  

We pay a lot of taxes living here on Vashon. $7 a swim seems very steep considering the 

condition of the pool and the locker rooms, which are substandard at best.  

I think 5$ a swim is better or a full year pass for a discounted rate 

Review senior discount opportunities; single pay less than punch card 

Another option you may want to make available is season passes. This may be especially helpful 

for families with kids. It could be a card with the member's picture on it. I no longer have kids at 

home but thought it might help other families. 

I would prefer drop in so I do not get charged for not showing up. Many times I have to cancel the 

night before or wake up not feeling good and there is no way to cancel to avoid being charged.  

Having a pool open year round on the Island is of high value to me. 

I’d prefer paying for lane reservations online to punch cards.  

I would be willing to contribute to a fund to help others afford the pool 

I wish a digital system could be adopted 

Significantly More than VAC and no fitness center included and not taxpayer supported. Kind of a 

ripoff, actually. 

While my family doesn't need financial assistance, family swim has gotten very expensive with 

multiple swimmers. Lap swim seems affordable, but when you have to pay for 3-4 swimmers for 

family swim we just can't go as often as we'd like 



Swimming is a little steep - its $5 in Seattle at the Federal Way Aquatic Pool. Pretty nice facility 

for $5. I think $5 is fair. 

See above. Would like those kept at the pool again. 

Punch cards provide a discount and are a nice way to maintain a stable user fee for the budget.  

For a family of 4 coming to open swim is nearly $30! That is way too much for my young family.  

They stay for maybe an hour. 

It would be nice to buy a 6 month or annual pass. Then just show up rather than buying a 10 

pass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10.b. LIFEGUARD TRAINING COMMENTS: 

 

I am interested in becoming a guard. I live essentially then a mile away and have a flexible 

schedule 

someday when I retire which might not be for 5 years 

I have worked as a lifeguard, but I was in my teens. Arthritis now prevents me from lifting heavy 

things like people out of the pool 

As a past swim facility manager I think the guard staff could be more professional in appearance 

and while stationed on duty. It’s very inconsistent. 

It would help to be able to practice the pre test, esp the brick dive. 

Already signed up for class 

I offered to do this. I would be doing it as a service to the pool and not as a job. I'd be able to do a 

monthly shift and some on call work. I personally think a few guards like me would be helpful. 

However, I got the impression from Randy that it wouldn't be helpful and that he wanted/needed 

fully available members on the guard team. 

We NEeD more guards. Ysy 

Maybe when I am old enough to get a job!  

I want to be trained as a guard, but I am not old enough yet. 

Too old! 

I am already signed up:). 

I have a 12 year old who would also be interested in early lifeguard training 

I'm not a good enough swimmer yet! 

My daughter is excited about this when she’s old enough! 

Gus McSheehy; will be 15 May 29. 503-804-5250 

I think Oliver Safford Lukens would be interested - but I don't think he's old enough... 

my schedule is challenging but I am interested 

Liam Waldron would love to train when he reaches the appropriate age to do so :)  

Rebecca Davies 206-406-7577 

I already am one. 

Registered for the April/May training. Looking forward being on staff! 

aimee@roekel.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11.b. VOLUNTEERING COMMENTS: 

 

I am already volunteering. 

Already volunteer 

You have my info!! 

Carol 520 425-0981 Cacullivan@gmail.com 

Paul S. (Sandy) Brown psbrown.shubbard@verizon.net 

Sorry, I do a lot of volunteer service elsewhere 

My Mom can organize my help! 

Help volunteer for learn to swim activities. 808-230-5375 

Carol Sundholm, 612-940-4624 

I am not able at this time 

Tracel a lot so depends on timing. 

kiheigirl@gmail.com 

We are already included in the email list. 

Could help with dome. Eejohnsonca@hotmail.com 

Ann Thorn, anniethorn@mac.com. 

I'm willing to help with setup/takedown of the bubble. Marijke van Heeswijk, 

mvh2020@gmail.com, 206-393-7962 

I don't have very much spare time. 

I already volunteer 

Nicolebenuska@gmail.com 

I volunteer thru the Seals 

I already volunteer through the Seals 

We help with the bubble! Brett Safford 503-970-1322 

I help when I am in town! 

We volunteer every year and love it! Thanks for making volunteering such a positive experience! 

Would have helped this time, but my dad was passing during that time. 

We already volunteer to help with the dome 

Will contact via seals 

With mobility issues I can’t help with physical work. I’ve wondered whether having volunteers 

working the front desk while the paid lifeguard managed the pool would help not only financially 

but allow for more open hours. 

We helped with bubble down this year. michael_wishkoski@comcast.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12. OTHER COMMENTS ON ANY POOL-RELATED SUBJECT: 

 

My husband and I both prefer to lap swim at your pool. We both swim 3x a week, the cost of 

swimming at your pool even with the discount card is twice the cost of a full annual membership 

at VAC so unless it is closed we swim at VAC. If there was a senior discount we would consider 

doing both. 

It would be nice to improve the pool itself, tiles, etc . 

Very happy to have this pool on Vashon. 

None 

Thank you for providing this amazing pool for us. 

We love love the pool and everything about it! It helps our mental health, physical health and give 

us a place to have fun year round! 

It’s great to have the pool available for use. 

Great staff! 

The drains in the showers were slow.. too much water pooled during the shower use? 

Greatly appreciate your efforts to keep the pool open though out most of the COVID epidemic. 

Swimming 

So grateful to have the pool operating! 

You all do a wonderful job, COVID has made it tough for everyone. Although I miss being able to 

show up whenever grab a lane and swim, I understand the limitations under which you are 

working. Thanks for everything you do, to keep us swimming. 

Do you offer swim lessons at all? I would like to support the Vashon pool (and you are close to 

my house!) but I don't hear anything about swim lessons during summer. I know that the country 

club offers them and they have their swim lesson schedule open now, so I'm likely to go sign up 

there. If you do offer swim lessons, please publicize better and earlier because families must 

make summer plans very early. I prefer to support the Vashon pool through swim lessons if it 

were an option, so just wanted you to know that. Thanks! 

Beautiful pool. I love swimming there! 

Thank you, thanks to all y'all 

Everyone does a great job with good humor and patience. Thank you so much, saved me during 

lockdown!! 

The locker room needs lockers and some privacy. 

Please don't delay the LG training! 

Overall, I love using the pool and am so grateful for it's availability. 

The whole facility seems kind of tired. 

It would be nice to see some investment in the pool. While it is functional it is not necessarily the 

most inviting. 

Dealing with injury but will ge back! 

So grateful to have a 25m pool available year round on Vashon. The pool water is well 

maintained. No more than two lap swimmers per lane. More time for lap swim to accommodate 

the need. 

Excellent pool and staff, great job! 



I previously answered that I wish you had later hours for lap swim. I see that you added them. 

Great!! 

Let me know how I can help to keep and maintain our pool. It is a huge community asset.  

I love the pool! And having access to it year-round has been fabulous. 

I'm happy that we have a year-round pool on the Island! 

Just really grateful for the pool! 

Thanks for making this available to the community... Go Seals! 

We love the pool! We only wish it were easier to get a lap lane and that family swim was back to 

the pre-COVID schedule (longer chunks of time) and more affordable! Thank you for maintaining 

an awesome facility for the community! 

Love the pool so much!!! Thank you! 

Appreciate you all so much 

We need to reach out to swimmers who were coming and then stopped to find out why and 

encourage them to return. 

THank you. 

 

 


